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MENON 




OR CONCERNING VIRTUE/EXCELLENCE : VALIDATIVE)


 

THE PERSONS OF THE DIALOGUE : 




MENON , SOCRATES , MENON’S SLAVE-BOY, ANYTOS 

                              

 
Menon: Can you tell me , O Socrates , whether virtue is teachable ?  Or is virtue not teachable ,   



but acquired by practice ? Or if neither by practice nor by learning , then does it come to human beings   

’      

by nature or in some other way ?  



Socrates: O Meno , on the one hand , in times past the Thessalians were famous and admired   



by the Hellenes for their horsemanship and their riches ; but now on the other hand , as it appears to me , 

B ’      

they are also famous for their wisdom , and not the least , the citizens of your companion Aristippus ,   



the Larissaeans . But Gorgias has brought this about for you . For when he came to that city, the leading   



men of the family of Aleuas , to which  thine lover Aristippus belongs , and the rest of the Thessalians 



fell in love with his wisdom .    And surely then he has also accustomed you to the habit of answering  



in a fearless and grand style  -if one happens to know what is being asked-  as it befits those who know ,  

C 

in as much as he also avails self for questioning by any Hellene who so chooses , on any subject  



they choose , and no one at all ever goes unanswered  .  But here at Athens , O dear Meno ,  we are kept 



in the opposite way , for we are in a certain dry spell as it were of wisdom , so that the wisdom seems 



to have moved from this place to yours .  For  I am certain that if you were to ask any person here  

’

such a question , there is no one at all who would not laugh and say : "O Stranger , I dare say that   



it appears to thee that I am somehow Blessed , so as to be able to say whether Excellence can be taught ,    

’

or in what way It comes to be known .   Thus , I stand in need of knowing this ; whether Excellence is   



teachable or not teachable , so that neither do I happen to know what in the world is Self Excellence .”  

’’
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           Thus I , O Meno , since Self has to be in such a Reality as This , am also as poor as the rest of 

B

the citizens ; and I reproach myself since I know nothing at all about Virtue  . Thus , if I do not know 



that which It is , how indeed can I know Its Qualities/Kinds/Types ?  Or does it appear to be possible  



to thee that if there is nothing at all one recognized about Meno , then could this person know whether  



Meno is handsome or rich and noble , or whether he has the opposite of these qualities ?    



Does this appear to be possible to thee ?  

’

Men:  Not as far as I am concerned .   But does thou truly , O Socrates , not know whatever virtue is ?  

C’

Then are we to return home with this report about thee ?  



Soc:  Not only that indeed , O companion , but you may also say that , as far as I am concerned ,   



I have not , up until the present time , encountered anyone who knows ,  

’ 

Men: What then  ?  You did not encounter Gorgias when he was here at Athens ? 



Soc:  I did indeed . ( .) 

Men: Did it not appear to thee at that time that he knew ?  



Soc:  I do not quite remember , O Meno , so that at the present time , I am unable to say , how   



he appeared to me at that time . But perhaps he did know , and perhaps thou knows what he said .  

’

Therefore  , please remind me , of what he said .   But if you wish , tell me yourself ;  

D   

for it appears beyond a doubt that thou thinks just as he does  .  



Men: As far as I am concerned .

Soc: Now then , on the one hand , let us leave him aside , since he is not here , and on the other hand ,  



in the Name of The Gods , O Meno , what does Thine Self  claim Virtue to be ? Speak and do not  



hold back , in order that I find myself the victim of a most fortunate falsehood , when on the one hand ,  



thou and Gorgias may be revealed as knowing ; although on the other hand , I have just now been saying  



that I have never encountered anybody who knows . 



Men:  But it is not difficult , O Socrates , to state .  First of all , if you wish , the virtue of a man ,   

E’

may be easily stated . This is the virtue of a man ; that he must be competent enough to manage 
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the affairs of his city , and while managing those affairs , that he should on the one hand , do good  



to his friends , but on the other hand , bring harm to his enemies ; and self must be careful to not ever  

’                

suffer such harm .   Second of all , a woman's virtue , if you wish , is not difficult to describe , that 



self must keep her household in good order ; preserving that which is within , and by being obedient 



to her man . And there is another virtue for the child , whether a girl or a boy ,  and another for an older 



man , and if you wish on the one hand , one for a free-person , and if you wish , on the other hand , one  



for a slave . And there are very many other virtues ; so that there is no difficulty in explaining about 



what virtue is ; for there is a virtue for each of us , depending upon our occupation and our age ,   

’

and the activity related to each . And I believe , that the same may also be said about vice , O Socrates .  



Soc: It appears that I must be very fortunate indeed , O Meno , if in searching for a Singular Virtue ,  



I have discovered a Swarm of virtues there in thine keeping .  But yet , O Meno , according to this image  



of the Swarm , if I were to ask of you concerning , what in the world  is The Ousia/Self Nature of a Bee ?    

B ’

And if you were to answer that there are many different species of Selves , what would you answer me ,   



if I then asked , “Does thou say that it is by this , by Being Bees , that there are many species of Bees that 



are also different from each other ? Or on the one hand , it is not by this ; by Being Bees , but rather they  



are different in some other way , such as for example , either by their beauty , or by their size , or by 



some other such like quality ? Tell me , what would you answer if you were questioned in this way ?   



Men:  This , as far as I am concerned ; that they are not different from each other by Being Bees .  

’

Soc: Therefore , if I were to say after this ; “Now then , tell me , what Is This Self , O Meno ;  

C

according to which they are not different , but according to which , you say , they Are All The Same ;  



Of course , you would be able to give me an answer  ?  



Men: I would  indeed . 

 . 

Soc:  Surely then , in this way also concerning The Virtues , even if They are many and different ,  



They would indeed All possess A Singular Idea that is The Same , according to which They Are Virtues ;  

’         
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and towards which the one who answers , will certainly do Well to Keep Their Eye Fixed Upon in order 



to answer that question clearly , “What Is The Being of Virtue?” .  Or do you not understand what I say ?  

D 

Men: I do indeed appear to me to understand ; however , I do not yet grasp the question as I indeed wish .  



Soc: Then is it only in relation to Virtue that it appears to thee in this way , O Meno , that there is one for  



a man , but another for a woman and for the others ,  or would you also say that the same relation holds  



for Health and for Size and for Strength ? Does it seem to thee there is one health for a man , but another  



for a woman ? Or is The Idea of Health The Same Everywhere , whether in man ,  

E

or in anything at all ? 



Men: It appears to me that Health is indeed The Self/Same , in both man and woman . 



Soc:  And is this not also the case in relation to both Size and Strength ?  For if a woman is strong ,   



then she will be strong according to The Same Idea and The Same Strength ?  For by “The Same”  



I mean this : That Strength does not differ insofar as It Is Strength , whether it exists in a man or  



in a woman . Or does it appear to thee to differ in some way ?  



Men: Not to me indeed . ( .) 

Soc: Then will Excellence differ in any way in relation to Being Excellence , whether It exists  



in a child or in an elder , or whether It exists in a woman , or in a man ?   



Men: Somehow it seems to me indeed , O Socrates , that this case is no longer like those other cases .  



Soc: What then? Did you not say that on the one hand , the Virtue of a man was to manage his city Well ,   



while on the other hand , the virtue of a woman was to manage her home Well ? 



Men: I did indeed . ( .) 

Soc: Take notice then , can either city or home or anything else be managed Well , apart from being   

’

Being Managed in a Soundminded and in a Righteous Way ?  

B

Men: Certainly not . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that whoever Manages Justly and Soundmindedly ,  



Are Those who Manage with Righteousness and Soundmindedness .  



Men: It is necessary . (. 
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Soc: Accordingly then , both women and men , are in need of both of The Selves   



        -of Righteousness and of Soundmindedness-  if indeed they are going to Be Good .  



Men: Apparently . (.) 

Soc: What then about the young and old ? Can they ever come to Be Good by being undisciplined and   



           unjust  . (; ) 

Men: Surely not . ( .) 

Soc: Then Soundminded and Just ?  



Men: Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , All human-beings Are Good in The Self/Same Way ;    

C               ’ 

           for they come to Be Good when they happen upon The Selves .  



Men: So it seems . ( .) 

Soc: Then what if The Self Virtue was not indeed of Selves ,  



          then without a doubt , people would not Be Good in The Self/Same Way .   



Men:  Surely not . 

Soc:  Now then , seeing that The Self/Same Virtue exists for All ,  



          try to say and remember , what Gorgias and thee along with that man declare Self to Be .  



Men:  What else indeed , than to be able to rule human-beings ?    

’    ’

            If indeed you are searching for One Certain/Specific Aspect that Applies to All .   

D

Soc: Why certainly this is indeed what I seek . But does this same virtue also apply to a child , O Meno , 

’

and to a slave , in such a way that he is also able rule his master . and would that slave still appear to thee   



to be a slave when he is ruling ?   



Men:  He does not appear to me to be a slave at all , O Socrates .  



Soc: For it is not reasonable , O Best Friend . Now once more consider the following , you state that ,  



virtue is "to be able to govern"; shall we not add This Very Self ; "Justly , but never unjustly"?  

       ’

Men: I do indeed believe so .  For righteousness , O Socrates , is virtue . 



Soc:  Which one , O Meno , Virtue or  A  Particular Virtue ?  

E

Men: What do you mean by this ?   

; 
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Soc:  Just as in any other case . Such as for example , Roundness , if you wish . I at least would say ,   

’

that it is a particular shape , and in this way signify that it is not Simply Shape . Therefore , by this     



I would thus signify , that there are also other shapes .    



Men: Thou would indeed be speaking correctly , since I also say that there is not only righteousness ,  



since there are also other virtues .  



Soc:  What are they ?  Tell me  . And in such a way , that I would also tell you the other shapes ,  



if you would take that request from me . Therefore ,  thou also tell me what are the other virtues .   



Men: Now then as far as I am concerned , Courage and Soundmindedness and Wisdom and  



Magnanimity and a great many others appear to be a Virtue . 



Soc: O Meno , we are undergoing the same experience ; since again we have found many virtues  



while searching for one , only this time , in a different way than before .  However , we are unable   



to discover , the one that exists throughout All of them .   



Men: Because I am unable to find in what way you carry out thine search , in order to grasp  

B

one single virtue that applies to all , just as in the other cases .    



Soc: Reasonably indeed . But if I am able , I will eagerly lead us forward .  This happens , because you  

’’

certainly understand , that this line of inquiry applies to everything .   For if someone were to ask thee 



this , which I mentioned just now , “What is Shape , O Meno ?” and if you were to answer Self that it is  



roundness , and if he responded to you just as I did by asking , whether roundness is Shape   



or a particular shape?” You would without a doubt answer that it is a particular shape .       



Men: Very much so indeed . ( .)  

Soc: Is it not the case then , that because of this , there are also other shapes ?  

C

Men: Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  And if he indeed proceeded to ask thee , what kind they were , you would tell him .  



Men: I would indeed .  

 . 

Soc:  And in turn , if he were to ask in a similar way about Color , what It Is , and thou were to answer ,  
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that it is that which is white , and after this the questioner asked whether white is Color or   



a particular color ?  You would say that it is a particular color , because there also happen to be others ?  



Men : I would indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  And if indeed he urged you to tell him the other colors , you would mention the others ;  

D    

which happen to be no less colors than the white .  



Men:  Yes . (.) 

Soc:  Then if he pursued The Logos just as I do , and said that , we always arrive at many ,  



but that is not the way for me , seeing that you call these many by One certain Name ,     

’

and say that there is not one of them which is not a shape , even when they are opposed to one another .  



What is This , which applies no less to the round than it does to the straight , and which you call Shape ,   



since you say that the round is no more a shape than the straight ?  Or would you not say it in this way ?    

E

Men:  I would indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  Take notice then , when you speak in this way , do you say at that time that the round is round   

’

no more than the straight , or that the straight is no more straight than the round ?  



Men:  Of course not , O Socrates . ( . )  

Soc:  Then certainly , you say that the round shape is indeed no more a shape than the straight ,  



nor the other than the other ?  



Men:  You speak the truth . 

 . 

Soc: Then what in the world is This , which has this name of Shape ? Please try to say .    Then , if you 



responded in this way to the questioner about either Shape or Color , “But I at least do not understand 

’

what it is you want , dear sir , nor do I know what it is you mean.”  Then , he would probably have been 



amazed and responded , “You do not understand , that I am searching for That which is The Same in 



all these cases ?” Or would you still have nothing to say about these cases , O Meno , if someone asked ,  



“What is The Same which applies to All ; to the round and the straight and to those other aspects ,   



which you surely call shapes ?” Try to answer , in order that thou may also have some practice for 



the answer about Virtue/Excellence .        
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Men:  No , but thou go ahead and answer , O Socrates .  

B

Soc:  Do you wish I do this favor for thee ;   



Men:  Very much so . (.) 

Soc:  Then will thou also be willing to tell me about Virtue/Excellence ?  



Men:  I will indeed . (.) 

Soc:  Now then , one must be willing , for it is worth our effort . 



Men:  Very much so . ( .) 

Soc:  Come along then , We will try to explain to thee , what Shape is . Then consider if you will accept  

    ,  

that Self is the following . For surely , let this be the case for Us ;    




Shape/Figure is The Only One of The Truly-Existing Beings which Always happens to follow Color . 


 

Does that suffice for thee , or do you search in some other way ?    For if you were to speak about  



Excellence/Virtue in the way I spoke about Shape , then I will be Well-Pleased .  



Men:  But this is indeed a simple-minded answer , O Socrates .  

C    

Soc:  What do you mean ? (

Men:  Because Shape is in some way , according to thine Logos , that which always follows Color .  



But then if someone were to say that they did not know what color is , but were in the same difficulty    

 

just as they were in about shape . Well then , what do you think you would have answered ?  



Soc: The Truth as far as I am concerned . And if on the one hand , the questioner were indeed one   



of the wise ones of the eristic and antagonistic kind , I would say to him that : “On the one hand ,    

’

my answer has been stated , but on the other hand , if I did not state it correctly , it is thine task/work   

D

to take up The Logos and refute me . Whereas on the other hand , if we were Friends , and we chose to  



be Discoursing with each other just as thou and I are now doing , then I must reply in a More Gentle Way  



and More in The Way of The Dialectician . Thus , The More Dialectical Way , is not only to answer   



The Truth , but Equally to also proceed by means of those premises which the one who is questioning    

’

acknowledges they know . And surely this is The Way in which I shall endeavor to converse with thee .   
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For tell me ; do you call something an end /termination/boundary ?    I mean such as the  



following example , a limit or an extremity . By all these words I mean something that is The Same .   

E

Although Prodicus may perhaps differ with us . But you would most certainly describe  something as  

’   

having been bounded and having been completed  .  This is what I wish to say , nothing complicated .   

       

Men: But I do so describe them  ; and I believe that I understand that which you mean . 



Soc: What next ? Do you call something a plane , and another in turn a solid , like they do in geometry ?   

’ 

Men: I do indeed call those things by those names . (. ) 

Soc: Now then , out of these admissions you may already understand what I mean by Shape . 



For my explanation will apply to Every Shape : for that by which a solid is bounded , is Shape .  



So that in putting it together , I would say that Shape is The Very/Just as Boundary/Limit of a solid .  

       

Men:  Then what do you say color is , O Socrates ?  



Soc:  You are indeed overbearing , O Meno ! For you task an old man with demands for answers ,   

’

since you are un-willing to recall to say , what in the world Self is that Gorgias claims Virtue to be .    

B

Men: After thou have answered this for me , O Socrates , then I will tell thee . 

’  ’ 

Soc:  By the way you carry on a conversation , O Meno , even one who is blindfolded could recognize  



that you are handsome and still have lovers .   



Men:  Why so ? (;) 

Soc:  Because you do nothing except assign tasks in these statements , which is what spoiled people do ,  

’

inasmuch as they are tyrannical , so long as they are in the flower of their bloom . And at the same time ,  



you have probably recognized in me , that I am at a disadvantage with those that are beautiful .       

C 

Therefore , I will do thee a favor and I will answer .  



Men:  Then you must certainly do me that favor .  

  

Soc:  Therefore , do you wish that I answer thee in the Gorgian mode , which thou would easily follow ?  



Men:  I do so wish , how could I not ? 



Soc:  Do both of you say , as Empedocles , that there are certain Flows/Streams  of  The Real-Beings ?  
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Men:  Emphatically so  indeed . (.)   

Soc: And passages , into which and through which these Flows pass/travel through ? 

’ 

Men:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  And on the one hand , some of The Streams , Harmonically fit into the passages ,   



while on the other hand , some are too small or too big ?  

D

Men:  This is so . (.)  

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that there is also something you call sight/vision ?  



Men:  I do indeed . ( .)  

Soc:  Surely then , from these statements , “Conceive/Connect that which I mean/say”, as Pindar says .  


 

For Color is The Flow from Shapes that is Symmetrical and Perceptible to sight . 


 

Men:  That , O Socrates , appears to me to be the best answer you have stated . 



Soc:  Probably because it is spoken in a style to which thou are accustomed , and at the same time ,  



I think you realize , that from self , you will be able to state what both sound and smell are ,  



as well as all the other senses .   

E 

Men:  Entirely so . ( .)   

Soc: For the answer is theatrically tragic, O Meno, so that it pleases thee more than the one about Shape . 



Men:  It does indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  But it is not , O son of Alexidemus , as I persuade myself , but the former one is better . But I think 

’    

that it would not appear so to thee , just as you were saying yesterday , if it were not necessary for thee 

’ 

to leave before The Mysteries , but if you Remained and were Initiated .  



Men:  But I will remain , O Socrates , if you will give me many such answers . 

’

Soc:  But I will most certainly not be lacking in eagerness to give you such answers , both for thine sake  



and my own , but I may not be able to give you many such answers in this way . But come along then ,   

’’’ 

and you must try to fulfill your promise , by telling me concerning , what is Virtue as a Whole , and as 



those who make jokes say whenever someone breaks something ; stop making many out of One , but  

’ 

Allow It to Remain Whole and Sound and say what Virtue Is .  Since you have indeed received    

B   
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The Paradigms/Models/Examples from me .     

’

Men:  Now then , it appears to me , O Socrates , that virtue is , just as the poet says ,  



“To Rejoice in Beautiful and to be Able .” 



And so I say that this is virtue ; desiring beautiful things and to be able to acquire them .  



Soc:  Are you saying that one who desires beautiful things is a desirer of good things ? 



Men:  Especially so indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , since some people are desirous of bad things , while others desire good things ,     



not all human-beings , my good man  , appear to thee to desire good things ?  

C

Men: Not as far as I am concerned . (.)  

Soc:  Since some are desirous of bad things ?  



Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Do you mean , by thinking that the bad things are good  , or by actually recognizing ,  



that they are bad , but nevertheless , go on desiring selves ?   



Men:  Both it appears , as far as I am concerned .  

  

Soc:  Since it truly appears to thee  , O Meno , that anyone who recognizes that bad things are bad ,  



would nevertheless desire selves ?  



Men:  Quite so . ( .) 

Soc:  What do you mean by to desire ?  Or do you mean to come to be self ?  

D

Men:  To come to be . For what else can it mean ?   



Soc:  Is there anyone who is led to believe that bad things benefit the one who  becomes bad ,  



or do they recognize that bad things harm the one in whom bad things would be present ? 



Men:  There are those , on the one hand , who are led to believe that bad things benefit ,  



and those , on the other hand , who recognize that bad things do harm .  



Soc:  And do they really appear to thee to recognize , that bad things are bad ,  



when they are led to believe that bad things are beneficial ?  



Men:  They indeed do not at all appear like this to me .  
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Soc:  Is it not clear then , on the one hand , that these people do not desire bad things , since they are 



unaware , that selves are bad , but they desire those things which they think are good , whereas  



on the other hand , they are indeed bad ? So that it is clear that those who are unaware that selves  

E

are bad , and instead think that selves are good , desire good things . Or do you disagree ?    

                    

Men:  It is quite possible in their case . (.)  

Soc:  What next then ? On the one hand , as thou says , those who go on desiring bad things ,  



are on the other hand , being led to believe that bad things harm the one who becomes bad ,  



by recognizing , without a doubt , that they will be harmed by bad things ?   

’   

Men: Necessarily . () 

Soc:  But do they not think that those who are harmed are miserable to the degree that they are harmed ?  

’

Men:  This is also necessary . (

Soc:  But are not those that are miserable , mean-spirited ?  



Men:  I do indeed think so . ()  

Soc:  Therefore , is there anyone at all who wishes to be miserable and mean-spirited ? 



Men:  It does not appear to me to be the case , O Socrates .  



Soc:  Accordingly then it is not the case , that anyone wishes for bad things , O Meno , unless  ,   



if they do indeed wish to be in such a condition .    For what else is it to be miserable  ,  



than to desire bad things and to possess/acquire/have/hold/procure/own/get  them .    



Men:  What you say is probably true , O Socrates , and no one wishes for bad things .  

B    

Soc:  Were you not saying just now , that  



virtue/excellence is to wish for good things and to be able ? 



Men:  Yes , I did say so. ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that this is saying , on the one hand , that the wishing  belongs to All of us ,   



and in this way indeed , one person is no better than another ?  



Men:  So it appears . (.) 

Soc:  Then it is clear that , if indeed one is better than another ,  



then one would be better according to their ability    
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Men:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  Accordingly then , as it is reasonable , according to thine Logos , Virtue/Excellence is this : 

’ , 

The Power of Being Able to Provide Good things . 

C

Men:  It appears to me that it has to be exactly in this way , O Socrates ,  as thou now understand it .  



Soc:  And surely then let us see if this that you say is True ; for perhaps you may have spoken Well .  



You say that to be able to Provide Good things is Virtue/Excellence ?     

’

Men:  I do indeed . (.) 

Soc:  Then do you not call Good things , such things as Health and Wealth ?  



Men:  And I include the acquisition of gold and silver and of honors and offices in the city .  



Soc:  Do you mean by the good things nothing else than these kind of things ?  

’

Men:  I mean nothing else than all those such as these .  



Soc:  Very well . Surely then to provide gold and silver is virtue , as Meno says , the paternal 

D       

guest-friend , of the Great-King . Do you add to this providing , O Meno , in a Just   



and Pious Way , or does it make no difference to thee , even if someone provides selves unjustly ,  



you still call selves virtue/excellence in the same way ?    



Men:  Not at all , O Socrates . 



Soc: But vice . (.) 

Men: Entirely so without a doubt . (.)  

Soc:  Accordingly then , as it is reasonable , either Righteousness or Soundmindedness or Piousness  



or some other Part of Virtue , must accompany This Provision .    But if not , it will not be Virtue ,  

E 

even though it provides Good things .    



Men:  For without these , how could it still be virtue ?  



Soc: Then The Non-Providing of gold and silver ; This Being-at-a-loss , is also Self Virtue , when 



it is not Just to do so , neither for Self nor for another . 



Men:  It appears to be .  

               . 

Soc:  Therefore The Way of Providing , no more than The Being-at-a-loss of these kinds of goods  
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will be Virtue ; but as it is reasonable , on the one hand , that which comes to be with Righteousness   



will be Virtue , but on the other hand , that which comes to be without any of these Real-Beings , vice .     

’                      

Men:  It appears to me that it must necessarily be as you say .  



Soc:  Is it not the case then , that we said a little while ago , that each one of these is a Part of Virtue ,    



such as Righteousness and Soundmindedness and All Those such as These ?  



Men: Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  In that case , O Meno , are you playing with me ? 



Men:  Why do you say that , O Socrates ?  



Soc:  Because even though I pleaded with thee just now not to break apart nor cut up Virtue/Excellence ,    



and even though you were given Models , according to which you must answer , on the one hand ,  

’

you failed to pay attention to this , and on the other hand , tell me , that virtue is the ability to provide 

B’

good things along with righteousness .  Then do you say that this is a part of Virtue ? 

     

Men:  I do indeed . ( .)  

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that it results from that which thou has agreed upon , that this is Virtue ;   



to do whatever one does , with a Part of Virtue .      For you say that Righteousness , and each of these  



are a part of Virtue , Why then do I say that you are playing with me ? Because of my pleading to tell me 



about The Whole of Virtue , and so on the one hand , you are far from explaining what Self is , whereas 



on the other hand , you say that every act is virtue , if indeed it is performed with a part of Virtue ; thus 

C 

answering  just as if you had already acknowledged for me what The Whole of Virtue is , even when   



you cut Self up into Parts .     Therefore , as it appears to me , you must start again from the beginning ,  



from the same question , O friend Meno , “What is Virtue?”, if every act performed along with a Part   



of Virtue , will be Virtue ?  For this is what it means , when someone says , that every act performed  



along with Righteousness is Virtue . Or does it appear to thee that there is no need to start again from the   



same question , but do you think that anyone can know whatever Virtue is , when they do not know Self ? 

’

Men:  It does not indeed so appear to me .  

 .  
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Soc:  For if you also remember , when I was just now answering you about Shape , we rejected   

D’

that kind of answer that attempts to explain something , by using terms that are still to be investigated 



and that have not yet been agreed upon .  



Men:  And we indeed acted correctly in rejecting it , O Socrates .   



Soc:  Now then . O noble friend , thou must not think , that while , “Whatever is The Nature of Virtue    



as a Whole” , is still under investigation , that by answering in terms of The Parts of Virtue , that you will  



make the Nature of Self clear to anyone , or make anything else clear by speaking in this same way ?   

e

Thus we must start again from this same question , to explain anything which you mean of The Being    



of Virtue/Excellence ?  Or do I appear to thee to say nothing ?   



Men:  You indeed appear to me to have spoken correctly .  



Soc: Now then answer again from the start ; what does thou and thine companion claim Virtue to be ? 



Men:  O Socrates , on the one hand , even before I met thee , I heard that thine self was nothing other 



than puzzled and that you also make others puzzled ; and now , as thou indeed appear to me , you are also  



bewitching and drugging and completely enchanting me , so that I have become filled-full of perplexity . 



And if I am allowed to make a joke , you seem to me in both your appearance and in every other way   



to be so very much like the flat sting-ray of the sea , for self also , always makes anyone numb 



who comes near it and touches it , as thou now also appear to have benumbed me in such a way .   



For truly , both my soul and my mouth are numb , and I do not know in what way to answer thee .  

B 

Even though I have indeed spoken countless times and made very many speeches in front of many ,  



and very good speeches about virtue , as they indeed appear to myself .  But now , I cannot in any way 

’ 

at all say what it is .    And you appear to me to be well advised not to travel abroad nor away from your 

’

home town , for if you did such things as a stranger in another city , you would be quickly driven away 

’

as a sorcerer .  



Soc: You are a villain ,  O Meno , and you almost deceived me . 
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Men:  Why exactly , O Socrates ? (

Soc:  I recognize that for the sake of which , you made a comparison about me .  

C

Men:  Why then do you think so ? (

Soc:  In order that I might make a comparison about thee in turn .   For I know this about all those that 



are beautiful ; that they rejoice in these comparisons . For they are to their advantage ; for I also believe ,   



that Comparisons/Similes/Likenesses of The Beautiful are Beautiful . Thus , I will not make one of thee . 

’

But on the one hand , as far as I am concerned , if the sting-ray is self benumbing and thus it makes  



the others numb , then I am like self , but if not on the other hand , then I am not . For I do not make the  



others puzzled from my self abundance , but by being all the more self puzzled , and in this way  

D  

I make the others puzzled . And now concerning Virtue/Excellence , what It Is , I on the one hand ,    

 

do not know , then of course , perhaps you did know before , until you touched me ; however , now     



you resemble , one who does not know .  But nevertheless , on the other hand , I am willing to consider   



and to search along with thee for what in the world  It Is .     



Men:  And in what way will you search for this , O Socrates ;  



(1) that which you do not know at all , whatever it is ? 



For of the things of which you do not know, what kind will you assume it is for which you  search ?   



(2) Or , and that most especially , if you may happen upon self ,  



how will you ever know that this is , that which thou does not know ?  



Soc:  I understand what it is that you intend to say , O Meno .  Do you see that it is a contentious  

E

argument which you are presenting ? Since it claims that people in general ,   



(1) should neither search for that which they know ,  



(2) nor  for that which they do not know ?  



(3) For they should neither search for that which they indeed know , for they already know ,  



and there is indeed no need for this kind of search .  



 (4) Neither should they search for that which they do not know ;  
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for they would not know what it is they are looking for .  



Men:  Does this argument not appear to thee to be well stated , O Socrates ?  



Soc:  Not as far as I am concerned .  

. 

Men:  Can you explain in what way ?  



Soc:  I can indeed ! For I have heard from both Wise Men and Women about The Divine Realities . . .    

        

Men:  What logos did they speak about ?  



Soc:  About The Truth , as it appeared to me at least , and Beauty . 



Men:  What was this , and who were the speakers ?  



Soc:  On the one hand , the speakers were Priests and Priestesses , who have paid careful attention so as      

’ 

to be able to deliver The Logos Pertaining to Their Ministry .   And Pindar , on the other hand , and 



many Others who are Divine Poets speak .                            This then , is that which they say ; but 

B 

consider , if they appear to you to speak The Truth . For they say that the soul of a human being is  



Immortal/Deathless , and at one time it comes to an end , which they surely say is to die , but at another  



time she comes to be again , whereas she is never completely annihilated . Surely then on account of  

’

these concerns , one should live one’s life with the utmost Piety . For which reason :  




"In The Ninth Year , Persephone sends souls , 



of those from whom She has received the penalty for ancient grief 



back again to The Sun Above , 



from these arise Those that would be Noble Kings and Great men who are Strong and Agile  

C

and Those who are surpassing in Wisdom ,  

’                  

who are then called Holy Heroes among human beings in the ages to come ." 


 

         Therefore , inasmuch as the soul is Immortal , she has been born many times , and so she has seen  



both All things here and Those in Hades/Invisible , there is nothing which she has not learned ; so that   
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it is not at all surprising that she is able to Remember , whatever indeed she knew before , both about   



Virtue and about Other Beings .  For inasmuch as by The Whole of Nature Being Akin , and since   

D

the soul has learned Everything , nothing prevents us by Remembering only One -surely then I mean 



That which human beings call Learning   -to Recover Everything else from Self , if one is Virile  



and does not tire of Searching ; for accordingly The Whole of Searching and Learning is Recollection .   



Then one must not be persuaded by that contentious argument ; for on the one hand , it will make us idle ,  



and it is pleasant to hear for those people that are faint-hearted , whereas on the other hand , the following 



Logos makes people Energetic and Inquisitive ; which Logos , I continue Trusting that It Is True ,  

E

and so I wish to Enquire along with thee into whatever Virtue/Excellence Is .     



Men:  Yes, O Socrates ; but in what way do you mean this , that we do not learn , but that which  



we call learning is recollection ?  Can you teach me , in what way that this has to be ?  



Soc: And as I was saying just now , O Meno , you are a villain , since now you also ask  if I can  



teach you , when I say that there is no teaching but Recollection , in order that self  may then 

’

immediately show me up , as contradicting myself .   



Men:  No by Zeus , O Socrates , I meant no harm by this  , but I only spoke out of habit .  

’

But if you can somehow demonstrate to me , that it has to be just as you say , then show me .  

’

Soc:  But on the one hand , it is no easy matter , but nevertheless I want to make the effort  

’

for thine sake . Then summon for me one , among those of your many attendants ,    



whosoever you wish , in order that I can demonstrate this process to thee , in this attendant .    

B 

Men:  Most certainly .  Come here .  

.   

Soc:  First of all is he a Hellene , and does he speak the Hellenic language ?  



Men:  Very much so indeed ! He was indeed born in my home !   

            

Soc: Then offer up your mind , to whether it seems to you if he is remembering or being taught by me . 



Men: Then I will do so . 

 . 
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The Demonstration of Recollection 

 

Soc: (Drawing on the ground) Then tell me , O Son , do you recognize that a space like this is a square ? 



Boy: I do indeed . (.) 

Soc:  Therefore , is a square space , that which has these four lines that are all Equal ? 

C 

Boy: Quite so indeed . ( .)  

Soc:  Are not these lines that it has through the middle also  Equal ?  



Boy: Yes . (.) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that such a space may be both larger and smaller ;  



Boy:  Quite so indeed . ( .)  

Soc:  Therefore , if this side were two feet , and this one  two feet , how many feet will the whole be ? 



          Consider it in this way then ; if this side was two feet , but this side was only one foot ,   



this other space would be once  two feet ? 



Boy:  Yes . (.)                                                                               Once          1          2 

Soc:  Then since this side and the other side are two feet ,                           

D                                                                                                       

does this other space become twice  two feet ?                                  Twice          3          4 



Boy: It becomes . ( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , it becomes twice two feet ?                                                                  



Boy:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Therefore , how many are twice the two feet ? Count and tell me . 



Boy:  Four , O Socrates .  



Soc:  Then could there not be another space that is Double the size of this one ? 

’

Then could such a space , have all of the lines Equal , just like this one ? 



Boy:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Therefore , of how many feet will it be ?  



Boy:  Eight  . ( .) 

Soc:  Come along then , try to tell me how long each line of that space will be . For if on the one hand , 

E

this line is two feet , then on the other hand , what will be the length of that which is Double ;  



Boy:  It is clear then , O Socrates , that it will be Double .  
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Soc:  Observe , O Meno , that I teach nothing to this boy , but that I ask everything ?  And now 

’

he thinks that he knows , what kind of line it is from which the eight foot space will be formed .   

’

or does it not so appear to thee ? 



Men:  It does indeed . (.)  

Soc:  Does he know then ? ( ;) 

Men:  Certainly not ! ( .) 

Soc:  But he does indeed think that it will be formed from the Double  ?  



Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Surely then observe as Self Recollects each step in order , as it must be Remembered . Then thou  



tell me , does thou say that the double space is formed from the double line?  I mean a space like this ;  



not a space that has one side that is long , but another that is short , but that which is Equal in every way  



just like this one , but Double of this one , of eight feet .       Then see , if it still appears to thee , that  

’

this space will arise from the line which is Doubled . 



Boy:  It does indeed . ( .)  

Soc:  Then does not this self become Doubled  

                   Once 

if we were to add another such line here ?                                



Boy:  Very much so .  ( .)                                      Twice 

Soc:  Then from that line , you say ,                                            

                                                                                              

there will be the eight foot space ,                                   Three X 

                                                                                                 

if there were four such lines ?                                             

                                 Four X 

Boy:  Yes . (.)                                                                    

Soc:  Then , from self , let us draw four Equal  lines .                               

B’

Would this be nothing else than that which you say is the eight foot space ?  



Boy:  Yes . (.) 

Soc:  Then are there not within self these four spaces ; each of which , is Equal to this four foot space ? 



Boy:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Therefore , how large has it become ; Is it not Four times such a space ?  



Boy:  How then , could it not be ? (’  

Soc:  Therefore , that which is Four times is Double ?  
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Boy:  No , by Zeus ! ( .) 

Soc:  Then how much larger ? 

 ;  

Boy:  Four times as much .   

 . 

Soc:  So then , O Son , from the line that is Doubled , not a Double , but a Quadruple space is formed .    

C

Boy:  What you say is true . (.) 

Soc:  Since Four times four is sixteen , is it not ?  



Boy:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Then from what line does the eight foot space arise ? For it is not from this Quadrupled line . 

’

Boy:  I say so . (.) 

Soc:  But this four foot space arises from this  half  line ? 



Boy:  Yes . (.)  

Soc:  Very well . Thus on the one hand , the eight foot space does not arise  



from this line that is doubled , nor on the other hand , from this line that is half of it .    



Boy:  Yes . < .>  

Soc:  Nor on the one hand , will it arise from a line greater than this larger one  



nor on the other hand , will it arise from a line smaller than this smaller one , or do you not agree ?   

D

Boy:  It does indeed appear to me in such a way .  

                  

Soc:  Well said .  For you should answer  that which appears to be the case for thee .    



And now tell me , did we not already say that this line was of two feet , but that one of four ?  



Boy:  Yes. ( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , the line of the eight foot space must be larger than this two foot line ,  



but less than  this four foot line .   



Boy:  It must be . () 

Soc:  Then try to explain of what length you say self must be . 

E

Boy:  Three feet . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not the case then , that if we add half of that to this line , then it will be three feet ?  



For you know that this one is two , but this one is one ; and in the same way , on the other side ,   



you know this one is two , but this one is one ;  and this becomes the space of which you speak . 



Boy:  Yes. (.) 
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Soc:  Is it not so  , that if there are three feet this way , and three feet that way ,  



then the whole space becomes Three times three feet ?  



Boy:  So it appears .  ( .) 

Soc:  Then , how much is Three times three feet ?  



Boy:  Nine .  

. 

Soc:  But how many feet must That Double  be ?  



Boy:  Eight .  

          . 

Soc:  Accordingly then , the eight foot space   



does not arise from the three foot line .  

’

Boy:  Certainly not . ( .) 

Soc:  Then from what kind of line ?  Try to tell us precisely .   

’

And if you do not wish to use numbers , then show from what kind of line .  



Boy:  But by Zeus , O Socrates , I certainly do not know .  



Soc:  Do you in turn have in mind , O Meno , to which point he has already walked along The Road  



of Recollection ?  Since on the one hand , at first he did not know , any line from which the eight foot  



space arose , just as now he does not know yet , but then at that time he thought he knew self indeed , and  

’’

boldly answered as if he knew , and he was not led to think that he was at a loss . Whereas now , on the  



other hand , he has been led to think that he is at a loss , and just as he does not know , neither does   

’

he think that he knows .  

B 

Men:  What you say is true . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that he has to be Better now , in regard to that object which he does not know ?  



Men:  This also appears to be so to me . (

Soc:  Therefore ,  by making him puzzled and numb just as the sting-ray does , have we done any harm ?  



Men:  There does not appear to be , as far as I am concerned . 



Soc:  Since we have indeed made him prepared in a certain way , as it is reasonable , in relation to   



in what way that which is to be discovered has to be . For now he will search and he will do it gladly ,  
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since he does not know , whereas at that time , he thought that he could go before large audiences , and  



on numerous occasions , and could speak well and with ease about the double space , as to how it must  

C

arise from the line whose length is doubled .  



Men:  Reasonably so . (.) 

Soc:  Therefore , do you think that he would have tried to seek or learn that which he thought he knew   



but did not know , before he fell into a puzzled state , and until he was led to think that he did not  



know , and then was longing to know ?  



Men:  It does not appear so to me , O Socrates . (

Soc:  Accordingly then , he has Benefitted by the numbing .   



Men:  It appears so to me . (.)  

Soc:  Consider then , that arising from this puzzle , he will discover whatever he is searching for ,  



along with me ,  and I shall be doing nothing else than asking questions , nor will I be teaching him .   

’ ’ 

But be on guard to see if at some point you find me teaching and displaying to self , instead of  

D 

questioning him about his beliefs .  



(To the boy) For you tell me ; is this not , on the one hand , our four foot space ?  Do you understand ?   



Boy:  I do indeed .  ( .) 

Soc:  Then can we add this other one that is Equal to self ? 



Boy:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  And this third one that is Equal to each of these ?  

        

Boy:  Yes . (.)  

Soc:  Is it not so , that we can fill this space in the corner/angle ?  

’

Boy:  Entirely so .  ( .) 

Soc:  Then has this become any thing else than four Equal spaces ?   

E’   

Boy:  Yes . (.) 

Soc:  What next ? How many times more has The Whole become than this (part) ? 



Boy:  Four times . (.) 

Soc:  But we were required to generate the double ; or do you not remember    



Boy:  I do very much indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that this very line that extends from corner to corner ,   
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cuts each one of these (four) spaces in two ? 



Boy:  Yes . ( .)    

Soc:  Is it not so then , that these four Equal lines that are generated , enclose this space ? 



Boy:  They are generated thus . ( .) 

Soc:  Consider then ; how much/large is this space .  



Boy:  I do not understand . ( .) 

Soc:  Are there not four each , of these inner lines which have cut each of the spaces in Half ; or what ? 



Boy:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Then how many feet are there in this space ?  



Boy:  Four .  ( .) 

Soc:  Therefore ,  how many feet has this space become ?  

B

Boy:  Two feet . (.) 

Soc:  Then what is the relation of four (The Whole) to two (the part) ?  



Boy:  Double . ( .) 

Soc:  Therefore , of how many feet has this space become ?  



Boy:  Of Eight feet . (

Soc:  From which line ?  



Boy:  From this one . (

Soc:  From the line which extends from corner to corner , of the four foot spaces ?  



Boy:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Thus , the wise indeed call this line Diagonal , so that if the name of this line is the Diagonal ,    

’

then the double space , as you say (82E) , O Child of Meno , would arise from The Diagonal .   



Boy:  Very much so , O Socrates .   

 . 

Soc:  In what way does it appear to thee , O Meno ?   Was any opinion which he replied not of Self ? 



Men:  No , but they were all of himself .  

C’

Soc:  And yet he did indeed not know , as we said a short while ago ? 

        

Men:  What you say is true .  ( .)  

Soc:  But these opinions were indeed within Self , or what ? 



Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , for one who does not know , concerning that which they do not know ,  
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there still exist within them , True Opinions about those matters of which they did not know ?  



Men:  So it appears .  ( .) 

Soc: So now on the one hand , The Self Opinions have just been awakened in Self just as if in a Dream ;   



but if indeed on the other hand , someone will continue questioning Self about These Selves often   



and in many ways , you know that when They are brought to Completion , Self will Know about   

’  

These Selves no less accurately .   

D 

Men:  That is likely . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that Self will Know , nothing by teaching , but by questioning ,  

’

Restoring The Self Knowledge that Arises from Self ?    



Men:  Yes .  ( .) 

Soc:  But is not That which Recovers Self Knowledge within Self , Recollection ? 



Men:  Very much so . ( .) 

Soc:  Take notice then , in regards to The Knowledge , which That Self now has ,  

’

it was either acquired at some time , or else Self Always Possessed It .  



Men:  Yes . (.) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that if on the one hand , Self Always Possessed It , Self was Always Knowing ;  



but if on the other hand , Self acquired It at some time , then indeed It could not have been acquired now  

E

in this life , or has someone taught this boy geometry ? For this boy will Do the same with all geometrical   



subjects , and also with all the other subjects of learning . Then , is there anyone who taught him all this ?   



For it is in some way just if you know , especially seeing that he was born and nurtured in thine home .      



Men:  But I do know indeed that no one ever taught him .  

’ 

Soc:  Then does he possesses These Opinions , or does he not ;  



Men:  It appears that he must , O Socrates .  



Soc:  But if he did not acquire them in this present life , is the following not already clear ;  



that he possessed them and learned them at some other time ?  



Men:  So it appears . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that this must have been the time , that this boy was not a human-being ? 

’
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Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Therefore , if there existed within Self True Opinions , both at the time while being , and while not  

’

being a human-being , which Opinions Awaken to become Knowledge by questioning ; take notice then , 

’

will the soul of Self be disposed to Learning/Remembering for All Time ?  For it is clear , that for All     

       

Time , she either is , or she is not a human-being ?   



Men:  So it appears . (.) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that if The Truth of The Real-Beings Always Exists in our Soul , then The Soul 

B

will have to Be Immortal , so that you must take Heart , by attempting to Search and to  Recollect     

      

that which you do not happen to Know at the present time , or rather this which you do not Remember . 

’

Men:  You appear to me to speak well , O Socrates , although I do not know how .  

’

Soc:  For so do I to myself , O Meno . And on the one hand , I would indeed not rely upon The Logos 



in every other way , whereas on the other hand , I would contend in every way about the following ;    

’                 

as far as I am able , in both Word and Deed ; that we will be Better and More-Virile and less idle ,    



if we think , that we must search , for that which one does not know , rather than thinking that it is not 



possible to discover , that which we do not Know , nor must we search .       

C 

Men:  And in this again , you appear to me to speak well , O Socrates . 



Soc:  Therefore , inasmuch as we are of one mind , that one must search for that which one does not 



know , do you wish that we make an effort in common to Search into what in the world Virtue is ?   

’     

Men:  Very much so .  But I , O Socrates , would nevertheless be most pleased , both to consider and  

’

to hear about that enquiry which I first mentioned , as to whether we must assume that virtue is truly    



teachable , or whether it arises naturally , or  in whatever way it arises in human-beings ?  

D 

Soc:  But if on the one hand , I was The Ruler not only of myself , O Meno , but also of thee , we would  

’

not have considered whether Virtue is teachable or not teachable , until we had first searched into   



whatsoever Self is . But on the other hand , seeing that thou does not at first attempt to Rule Thyself ,   

’

surely then in order to be a “freeman” , but instead you try to rule me and you do rule , and I will yield  
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to thee ; for what else can be done . Therefore we must consider , it appears , what the qualities are ,    

E

of that which we do not yet know what it is .  Therefore , if nothing else , will you loosen just a little   



of your reign to me , and allow us to consider Self by way of a hypothesis , if either Self is teachable , or 

 

some other way .  I mean by way of hypothesis in the following way ; just as the geometricians , often  



consider , when selves are asked by someone if ,     “This triangular space can also be inscribed within   

 

this circle” , and one will reply that ; “I do not yet know whether this is so , but I think there has to be   

’

a certain hypothesis , to prepare us , as it were , for the task at hand . If on the one hand , this (triangular)  



space is such as this ; that when it is applied to the given line , at that time it will fall short by a space   



 

Proclus’ Commentary On The First Book of Euclid’s Elements 

 

Proposition 44 

 

To a given Straight line , to Apply in a given Rectilinear angle 



a Parallelogram Equal to a given Triangle . 



 

                 On the one hand , Eudemus and his followers say that these : The Application of Areas/Spaces  



 -their Exceeding and their Falling short-  are Ancient Discoveries from The Muse of The Pythagoreans .   



Thus on the other hand , it is from the Pythagoreans that the more recent geometers took These terms   



and transferred Them to the so-called conic lines , and of these , one is the Parabola ,  



and another they called the Hyperbola , and another the Ellipse , although those Ancient and Divine    



people saw the significance of These terms by their description in the drawing   



of plane areas/spaces upon a finite straight line . For when the straight line is set out and you lay the    



given area alongside the whole of the straight line , at that time , they say that you Apply that area ,   



but when you make the length of the area greater than the straight line itself , at that time it Exceeds ,    



but when the length is less , so that there is a part of the line extending beyond the area described , then  



it Falls short .   
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such as The Self that is being applied , appears to me that something else is the result , and in turn  



if it is impossible for this to take place then something else follows .   Therefore , based upon this 



hypothesis I am willing to tell thee whether the inscription of the (triangular) space in the circle , is   

B 

either impossible or not .”  Surely then , so also concerning Virtue/Excellence , since we do not know  



neither what It is , nor what quality It has , let us consider by hypothesizing  , whether Self is teachable  

’’ 

or not teachable , by reasoning in the following way  : What if Virtue Exists among The Real-Beings of  



The Soul , would It then be teachable or not teachable ?         First of all , on the one hand , if It is  



of a kind other than Knowledge , will It then be teachable or not ?   Or that which we were just saying ,  



Rememberable .    Whereas on the other hand ,  it makes no difference to us which name we may use ,  



but whether It is teachable ?  Or is this clear to everyone indeed , that human beings are taught   

C ’

nothing else than Knowledge ?  



Men: It does indeed appear to be the case to me  . ( .) 

Soc:  Then if Virtue/Excellence is indeed a certain kind of Knowledge , 

’

then it is clear that It will be teachable/Rememberable .  



Men: How could it not be ?  ( ;) (For it did not fall short nor long but is Right on Target !) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , on the one hand , we are quickly free of this issue ,  



since if it is a kind of Knowledge then it is teachable , but if it is not so , then it is not teachable .  

’ 

Men:  Very much so . ( .) 

Soc:  Surely then , that which we must consider after this , as it is reasonable , is whether Virtue   



is Knowledge , or of a kind other than Knowledge  ?  



Men:  This also appears to me indeed , that this must be considered next . 

D

Soc:  What follows then ?  Do we say that Self Virtue/Excellence is Good , or something else , 



and that the self hypothesis is maintained by us , that Self is Good ?  



Men: Very much so . (.)  

Soc:  Is it not so then , that on the one hand , if something is Good that has also been separated apart  



from Knowledge , perhaps it may be that Virtue , is not a kind of Knowledge , but on the other hand ,  

’
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if there is nothing Good , which is not Contained by Knowledge , then when we were suspecting that  



Self  is a certain kind of Knowledge , we would be suspecting Rightly .   

’

Men:  It is so . (.)  

Soc:  And certainly , it is by Virtue/Excellence indeed , that we are Good ?  

’

Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  And if Good , then Beneficial/Useful ; for All those that are Good are Beneficial , or not ?  

E

Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Surely then , Virtue is Beneficial/Profitable/Advantageous/Useful ?  



Men:  Necessarily , from the conclusions we have agreed upon .  



Soc:  Surely then ,  let us consider that which is Beneficial for us , by taking up each  

’

Class/Kind/Species . Surely we say that Health , Strength , Beauty and Wealth and the likes of these , 



are Beneficial , do we not ?  



Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc: Whereas we say that These Same Kinds sometimes also do harm : or do you say otherwise  or thus ?  



Men:  Not otherwise but in this way . (’ .)  

Soc:  Consider then , when Something Guides each of These , It Benefit us , and when something else       



leads , it does harm ? Is it not then , on the one hand , when The Correct Use Guides , It Benefits us ,     

’ 

whereas on the other hand , when It does not Guide , it harms us ?   



Men:  Very much so .  ( .)  

Soc:   Now then furthermore , let us consider those belonging to The Soul . You call Something  



Soundmindedness , and Righteousness and Virility and Quickness-in-Learning and Memory  



and Magnificence and All Those that are Like These .  



Men:  I do indeed .  ( .)  

Soc:  Consider then , of Those that appear to thee not to Be Knowledge , but other than Knowledge ,   

B’ 

do They not at times do harm , but at other times They Benefit ? For example ,  if virility is not Mindful  



then it is not Virile , but a kind of rashness/audacity/confidence , or is it not so that when a human-being    

’  

is rash without Intellect , they are harmed , but when they act with Intellect , they are Benefitted ?   



Men:  Yes . ( .) 
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Soc:  Is it not so then , that the same holds true for both Soundmindedness and Quickness-in-learning ?  

 

For also on the one hand , when those that are Learned and Prepared are coordinated with Intellect ,  



they are Beneficial , whereas on the other hand , without Intellect they are harmful ?  



Men:  Exceedingly much so . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that generally on the one hand , when The Soul is Guided by Mindfulness  

C

Everything that She Attempts or Endures Ends in Blessedness ; whereas on the other hand , when she    

’

is lead by mindlessness , everything she does ends in the opposite way ?  



Men:  That is likely . ()  

Soc:  Accordingly then , if Excellence/Virtue is a Certain One of Those in The Soul , and It Is also 



Necessarily Beneficial to Self , then Self must be Mindfulness , seeing that All The Selves of The Soul ,  



on the one hand , are neither Beneficial nor harmful According to-Selves , whereas on the other hand ,  

’

They become Beneficial or harmful by the addition of Mindfulness or mindlessness .  Surely then ,  

D

according to This Logos  , by Excellence Being indeed Beneficial , It must be a Kind of Mindfulness ?  

’

Men:  So it appears to me indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  And surely then , let us also take up The Other Kinds , which we were just now discussing , such as 



Wealth and Those Like These , which are at times Good but at other times harmful .Were They not made  

’ 

just like The Other Kinds of the soul , so that on the one hand , when Mindfulness Guides They Benefit  



The Soul , but on the other hand , when mindlessness leads They harm the soul .    So also in turn    

E

in these cases ; if on the one hand , The Soul Uses and Guides Them Correctly , then She makes Selves  



Beneficial , whereas on the other hand , if she does not Use Them Correctly , she makes Them harmful ?   



Men:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  Then indeed , The Mindful Soul Guides Correctly , whereas the mindless soul misses The Mark ?  



Men:  This so . ( .)  

Soc:  Surely then do we not say that it is in this way in every case ; so that for human-beings , on the  



one hand , everything depends upon the soul , whereas on the other hand , The Virtues of The Soul  



Self  depend upon Mindfulness , if They intend to be Good . And by This Logos , That which is  
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Beneficial will be Mindfulness . Then do we declare Excellence/Virtue to Be Beneficial ?  

 ;  

Men:  Very much so .( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , do we declare Excellence/Virtue to Be ,  



either Wholly or a Certain Part of  Mindfulness ?  



Men:  It appears to me , O Socrates , that the words spoken , are well spoken . 



Soc:  Is it not so then , that if this has to be in this way , then human beings cannot be Good by Nature .  



Men:  It does not appear so to me . ( . )  

Soc: For if that was possible , then this would also follow . If human beings were to become Good by 

B’

Nature, then there would be Some of us who would Recognize Those of the young who are Good by  



Nature, and we would Guard Those whom they pointed-out to us by Placing Them in The Upper-City, 



by Sealing Them up even much more Securely than we seal up our gold , in order that no one ruins  



Selves ; then when They should arrive at Their Prime ,They would become Useful to Their City .    

’

Men:  That is very likely , O Socrates .   



Soc:  Take notice then , seeing that it is not by Nature that The Good come to Be Good ,  

C’

then do They come to Be Good by Learning/Remembering ?  



Men:  It already appears to me to be necessary , O Socrates , and it is clear according to the hypothesis ,  



that if indeed Virtue/Excellence is Knowledge , then it is Teachable/Learnable/Rememberable .     



Soc:  Perhaps It Is by Zeus .    But perhaps we did not speak Correctly by agreeing to this ? 



Men:  And it most certainly did appear just now that we spoke correctly .  



Soc:  But Self must not only just now appear to be spoken Correctly , but both in the present time   



and in the time to come , if there is going to be anything Sound/Healthy about Self .   



Men:  What now then ? What are you seeing that makes self disagreeable and makes you distrust   

D

that Virtue is not Knowledge ?   



Soc:  I will tell thee , O Meno .  For on the one hand ,  I do not withdraw that it is Correctly spoken ;   



that if indeed It is Knowledge , then It is Teachable/Rememberable , whereas on the other hand ,   

’
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consider whether it is reasonable to thee that I appear to distrust that It is not Knowledge . For tell me   



this ; if in the case not only of Virtue , but of anything at all that is Teachable , is it not necessary that   



there be both those who teach and those who learn of Self ?    



Men:  It appears to me indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not so in turn , that the opposite must be the case ?  For we would likely infer Correctly ,  

E 

by inferring that Self is not Teachable , of which , there are neither teachers nor learners ,   



(Both Protagoras and Gorgias the teacher of Meno were both self-professed “teachers of virtue”)  

Men:  This is so ; but does it appear to thee that there are no teachers of virtue ? 

’ 

Soc:  I am constantly searching , to see if there might be some teachers of Self , and even though 



I am doing everything I can , I am not able to find any ; and yet I indeed share this search with many ,  



and especially of those , whom I think would be the most experienced of This Reality .  



            And just now , O Meno , Anytos has opportunely come to sit down here by us , with whom  



we must share this search .   Thus it will be reasonable that we should share it . For in the first place ,  

’      

Anytos here , is the son of a wealthy and wise father , Anthemion , who did not become wealthy by  



accident/spontaneously nor from a gift , just as Ismenias the Theban , by having only recently acquired  



the fortune of Polykrates , since he acquired it by the wisdom and management of self .  Then secondly ,  



in respect to his other qualities , he is a citizen who is reputed to be neither arrogant , nor pretentious , 



 nor overbearing , but a Well-ordered and Able man . Then in the third place , he raised Anytos well and  

B 

educated him , just as it appears to the majority of the Athenians , for they indeed elected self to their  



highest offices .  Surely then , along with such as these people , it is Just to search for teachers of Virtue , 



whether there are any or not , and who they might be . 

’

           Therefore , O Anytos , you must share in our search , with me and your guest-friend here , Meno ,  



who may the teachers be of this Reality ?  Then consider it in this way . If we wish that Meno here ,  



to become a good doctor , to which teachers should we send self ?       

C 

Should we not send him to the doctors ? 

’
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Anytos:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  What then if we wanted him to become a good shoemaker ,  

’

would we not send him to the shoemakers ?   

’     

Any:  Yes . ( .)  

Soc:  And in the same way for the others ?  



Any:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  Surely then tell me again about these same matters in the following way . We say that by sending  



him to doctors that we would be acting Rightly , since we wish him to become a doctor . But whenever   



we say this , do we mean the following ; that we would be of Sound-Mind by sending self to those ,   

D ’

who lay-claim/profess The Art rather than to those who do not , and to those who exact a fee for   

’

This Self , by offering themselves as teachers to those who wish to come and learn ?      



Is it not with a view towards these matters that we would act rightly to send him ?    

’

Any:  Yes . ( .)  

Soc: Concerning flute-playing and all the other Arts ; is it not also very foolish , on the one hand ,  



for those who want to make someone a flute-player , not to intend to send him to those who profess   

E

to teach the Art and who exact a fee , but on the other hand , to trouble others by seeking to learn certain 



subjects from those people , who neither pretend to be teachers nor is there a single student  

’

of this learning of selves , which we expect the one whom we sent , to learn from selves !  

’

Does this not appear to you to be very irrational ?  



Any:  Yes, by Zeus it does to me indeed , and uneducated indeed besides .  



Soc:  Well said .  Now then , thou can now assist in common along with me to advise your Guest-friend  

’

Meno concerning this . For he , O Anytos , has been telling me for some time , that he desires that kind  



of Wisdom and Virtue ,  by which human beings Rightly Set-in-order their home and their city , and  



take care of their own parents , and to know when to receive and when to send away both  



citizens and foreigners , in a way that befits a good man . Then consider , to whom should we send    

B 

him , that he may learn this Virtue ?  Or is it clear from the account we just made , that we should  
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rightly send him , to those who profess to be teachers of Virtue/Excellence , and who offer   



themselves publically to All the Hellenes who wish to learn , by fixing and exacting 



a fee for this ?  



Any:  And who are those that you are referring to , O Socrates ?  



Soc:  You do know without a doubt , that they are those who people call sophists .   



Any:  By Heracles , hush , O Socrates ! May none of my family nor friends , nor   

C

citizens nor foreign-guests , ever catch such insanity , so as to go to these people to be mistreated ,    

’

since they are indeed the manifest canker and ruin of those who associate with them .  



Soc:  What do you mean , O Anytos ? Do they alone of All those who profess to know how to perform    



something well , differ so much from the others , that they not only do not render useful , whatsoever   



is handed over to selves , just as the others  , but they do the very opposite by ruining it ? And for doing  

D  

this they even expect to be paid  !?!  Therefore , I for one , cannot put my trust in what thou are saying .   



For I know of one man , Protagoras , who acquired more money from this ‘wisdom’ than both   



Pheidias , whose beautiful works are thus seen everywhere , and ten other sculptors .  



And yet what you say is remarkable , on the one hand , if those who repair old shoes   



and clothes  , were to return the shoes and clothes they were supposed to repair in a worse condition than  



when they received them , and could then go unnoticed for thirty days . Whereas if they did such things ,   

E   ’’ 

then they would quickly starve to death . But then the whole of Hellas  failed to notice  that Protagoras ,   



ruined those who were his associates  and sent them back worse than he received them  for more than  



forty years ! For I think he died when he was near seventy ; and forty of those years ,   



were spent in his art , and in all this time , even into this day , he has not ceased in keeping up  



his good reputation .    And not only Protagoras , but also a whole host of others , those who lived  



before him , and others still living at the present time . Furthermore , are we to say that according to thine  



Logos ; the sophists knowingly deceive and mistreat the young  , or are they unaware themselves ?  
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And if this is so , then we must consider the sophists to be insane , the very ones who profess to be   



‘the wisest’ of human beings ?  



Any:  They must indeed be quite insane , O Socrates , but far more insane are the young men who  

b

gave their money to them , but even more insane than them , are those who are their relatives , those     

’

who entrusted their young ones to the care of these men , but most especially insane of all are the cities ,   



who allowed them to enter in , and did not drive them out , whether such an attempt is made 



by a citizen or a foreigner .  



Soc:  Then what injustice have thou undergone from the sophists , O Anytos , or why else    



would you be so hard to them ?



Any:  No by Zeus , I have never associated with any of them , nor would I allow anyone else  

’

of my own family . ( .)  

Soc:  Then you have absolutely no experience of these people ?  

’

Any:  And may it remain so indeed .  

C   

Soc: Then , O Blessed One , how can you know about This Reality , whether It has anything Good     



in Itself , or whether It is worthless , of which you have absolutely no experience ? 

      

Any: Easily , since I do indeed know who these people are , whether I have experience of them or not .  

’

Soc:  Perhaps you are a Seer , O Anytos , since in what other way could you know about them , for from  



that which you yourself say about them , I am left to wonder . However , let us not try to find out who  

D’ 

those are , to whom Meno can go to become worthless ; for on the one hand , let them be the sophists ,   

’

if you wish , but then on the other hand ,  do a good deed , and tell us who those others are , for the  



sake of your paternal companion , Meno here , by telling him self , to whom he can go in this  



city in order that he can become Worthy of The Logos of Virtue/Excellence which I just now explained .   

’

Any:  But why did you not tell him self ?  



Soc:  But on the one hand ,  I did say who I thought to be the teachers of these  , but on the other hand ,    

’        
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as thou say , I happen to be speaking nonsense . And perhaps , what you say is Right . So then ,  

E 

do thou share and tell him self to which Athenians he must go . Tell him any name you wish .   



Any: But why must I be confined to one particular name ? For any of the Noble and Good Citizens   



of Athens that he may encounter , without exception , will make him better than the sophists , if indeed   



he is willing to be persuaded .  



Soc:  But did these Noble and Good people come to be This Way Spontaneously , by having Learned  



from no one , but are nevertheless able to teach others , that which they themselves did not Learn ?   

’

Any:  I do indeed suspect that these people learned from the previous generation , by being also  



Noble and Good . Or does it not appear to thee that there have been many Good people in this city ?    



Soc: It does indeed also appear to me , O Anytos , that there are Good statesmen here , and there are even  



no less than those that came before . But have they also been Good teachers of The Virtue of selves ?  



For this is that which The Logos happens to be about . Not if there are Good people here or not ,   



nor if there have been in the past , but we have been considering all along if Excellence is Teachable .   

B ’’

Thus , by considering this issue , we are considering whether Good people , both those now and before ,  



also knew how to Transmit to another this Excellence which The Good Selves were , or is This 



un-transmittable nor receivable from one human to another . This is the question which Meno and    

’’

I have all along been searching after . Therefore , consider it in this way from The Logos of Thyself ; 



would thou not say that Themistocles was a Good man ?    

C

Any:  I would indeed ; most Exceptional of All indeed  .  



Soc:  Is it not so then that he would also be a Good teacher , seeing that if anyone was a teacher  



The Excellence of Self , then that man would be one ?   



Any:  I do indeed think so , if indeed he really wanted to be one . 



Soc:  But do you think that he would not have wanted for other people to become Noble and Good ,  

’   

but most especially the son of self ? Or do you think that he bore ill-will towards self and deliberately  
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did not transmit The Excellence of which self was Good ? Or have you not heard that Themistocles had  

D 

his son Kleophantos taught to be a Good horseman ? Then indeed he used to stand upright upon a pair of  



horses , and hurl javelins while standing upright upon the horses , and he accomplished many other  



amazing feats as well, in which that man had self educated and in which he was made Wise, all of which 



require Good teachers . Or have you not heard these things from your elders ?  



Any:  I have heard . ( .) 

Soc:  Thus no one could lay blame by saying there was any defect in The Natural Ability of his son .  

E  ’ 

Any:  That is not  likely . (.)  

Soc:  What follows then ? Did you ever hear either from the young or the elders , that Kleophantos ,  



the son of Themistocles , had become a Good and Wise man just as his father ?   



Any:  Not at all . ( .) 

Soc:  Take notice then , are we to believe that on the one hand , he wished to educate his son   

’

in these matters , but on the other hand , when it came to The Wisdom in which he himself was Wise ,  



he was made no better than his neighbors , if indeed of course , Excellence were teachable ?    



Any:  By Zeus , that is not likely ! 

           ’

Soc:  Surely then on the one hand , of the previous generations , this very man was among those who  



were the best teachers of Virtue , as thou thineself agrees .  But on the other hand , we must consider 



another one , Aristeides , the son of Lysimachos . Or do you not agree that he was Good ?   



Any:  I do indeed , in every way without a doubt .  

  

Soc:  Is it not so then , that he also provided his son Lysimachos with an education , by the very best  



Athenian teachers , in those subjects that they maintain , whereas on the other hand , does he appear  



to thee , to have been made a better man than anyone ? For surely you have also been in the company of  



this man and see what kind of man he is . Then if you wish , consider Pericles , such a magnificently  

B 

Wise man ; you know that he raised two sons , Paralos and Xanthippos .  

’

Any:  I do indeed . (.) 

Soc:  Then on the one hand , you also know that these two were taught to be inferior to no Athenian    
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in horsemanship , and they were also educated in Music and wrestling and all the other subjects , that  



are kept by Art , to be inferior to none . Thus on the other hand , did he not wish to make them Good 



men in This Way ?  It appears to me on the one hand , that he did wish so , whereas on the other hand ,  



Virtue is not teachable . But in order that you do not think that this just happens to a few of the most  

C

lowly born Athenians who are unable to accomplish this business , take this to heart ; that Thucydides  



also raised two sons , Melisias and Stephanos ; and they were Well-educated in all other ways , and   



they were the best wrestlers of the Athenians ; for one of them was taught by Xanthias , and the other   



by Eudoros ; and they were well reputed to be the best wrestlers of that time , or do you not remember ?    



Any:  I have indeed heard of them . ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not clear then , on the one hand , that Thucydides would not ever , have felt the need to teach  



his boys those subjects which cost money to teach , while on the other hand , he would not have then   

D

felt the need to teach them those subjects which cost nothing to make them Good men , if It was indeed   



teachable ?!? For perhaps then , Thucydides was of lowly descent , and self did not have many friends  



among the Athenians and among her allies ? And yet , he was descended from a great family and he had  



great influence in the city and among the other Hellenes , so that , if indeed Excellence were teachable , 



and if self did not have any leisure time , because of his Attentive-care of the city , then surely he would 



have found someone else who would be able to make his sons Good , whether they were some native   



or foreigner . But I am afraid , O companion Anytos , that Excellence/Virtue is not teachable .   



Any:  O Socrates, you appear to me to easily speak badly about human beings .  Therefore on the one  



hand , I will give thee some advice , if you will be persuaded by me . Be careful .  Since perhaps , it may  



be easy to do harm or benefit to people in other cities , in this city it is very easy . But on the other hand ,   



I think that even thy self know this . (Exit Anytos)  



Soc:  O Meno , it appears to me that Anytos is angry ; but it does not at all surprise me , for first of all ,  



he thinks that I am accusing These men , and secondly he lets himself believe that self is one of These .   
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Thus , on the one hand , if he ever Recognizes , that which speaking badly is , he will stop being angry , 

’         

whereas now , he does not Recognize this .  So thou tell me , are there not Noble and Good people  



among our citizens ?   

’      

Men:  Very much so . 

 . 

Soc:  What then ?  Are they willing to offer selves as teachers to the young ?  And do they agree  

B

that Virtue is teachable and that they are Its teachers ?  



Men:  No by Zeus , O Socrates , but at times you will hear from selves that It is teachable ,  



but at other times you will hear that It is not .   



Soc:  Therefore , are we to say that these men are teachers of This Reality ,  



concerning which , they do not even agree on this point about Self ?   



Men:  It appears to me that we must not , O Socrates .  

 

Soc:  What then ? Then does it appear to you that the sophists are teachers of Virtue , those who  



alone profess to be so ?   

C  

Men:  And this is what I especially admire about Gorgias , O Socrates , because you will not ever  



hear him professing/proclaiming/promising this ; instead he laughs at all the other sophists , when  



he hears them proclaiming this . Whereas he thinks that they must make clever speakers .  



Soc:  So then , the sophists do not appear to thee to be teachers ? 



Men: I am not able to say , O Socrates . For they have the same effect on me as they do on the many .  



So that at one time they appear to me to be teachers , but at other times , they do not . 



Soc:  Then you know that not only does This appear to thee and the other politicians to be teachable  

D

at one time , but at another time not , but it also appears in this way to Theognis the poet , for you know  

’         ’ 

that he says the very same thing ?  



Men:  In which of his verses ?  



Soc:  In his Elegies , in which he says - “And beside these men , drink and eat , and with them sit ,  
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and gratify those , who have great power . For on the one hand from the noble, the noble are taught .  

’   

But on the other hand , whoever mixes with the bad , loses even what mind they may have .”  

E

You know that in these verses he speaks , on the one hand , as if Excellence is teachable ?  

’

Men:  It is manifest indeed . ( .) 

Soc:  Whereas on the other hand , in some other verses just a few lines on he says : “If it were possible  



to make , then Intelligence could also be Implanted in man” . He says that somehow “Those who have  



the power to do This , would carry away many and large fees” , and that “Never would a bad child 

’

be born of a Good father , for they would be persuaded by sound words . But you will never make a   



bad man Good by teaching .”  Do you see that when he speaks about the same things again , that he    



contradicts him self ? 



Men:  It is manifest . ( .) 

Soc:  Therefore , on the one hand , can you say there is any business at all , in which those who proclaim  



to be teachers , are not generally agreed to be teachers of others , nor even to have any  knowledge   

’

of their subject , but to be worthless concerning this very business of which they claim to be teachers . 

B

But then on the other hand , those who proclaim to be Noble and Good selves all concur ,    



that it is teachable at times , but at other times not ?  Therefore , of those who are so confused about 



any subject at all , would you say that they are Genuine teachers ?     



Men:  By Zeus , not I indeed ! (’ .)  

Soc:  Is it not so then , that if neither the sophists nor those who are Noble and Good selves ,  



are the teachers of This Reality , then it is indeed clear that no one else could ?    



Men:  It does not appear so to me . (

Soc:  But if indeed there are no teachers , then there are no learners ? 

C

Men:  It appears to me that it has to be as you say .  



Soc:  But we have indeed agreed ,  that if there is a Reality for which there are neither teachers 



nor learners , then This is not teachable ?   



Men:  We have agreed .  
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Soc:  Has it not then come to Light that there are no teachers of Virtue anywhere ?  



Men:  This is so . ( .) 

Soc:  And if there are indeed no teachers , then there are no learners ? 



Men:  It has come to Light in this way . ( .)  

Soc:  Accordingly then , Excellence/Virtue cannot be teachable ?  



Meno:  It is not likely ; if indeed It  has been considered Rightly by us .    

D      

So that I am also thus Wondering , O Socrates , whether Good people do not exist at all , 

’

or what is The Way of Generation by which Those that are Good come to be .  



Soc: I am afraid , O Meno , that thou and I are some worthless men , since thou has not been educated  



sufficiently by Gorgias nor I by Prodicos .  Therefore , most of all , we must Offer-up our Mind  



to these concerns , and we must search for whoever has even One Way that will make us Better . But   



I say this while looking at our recent enquiry ; since it is ridiculous that we failed to notice , that it is   

E 

not only when Knowledge Guides Rightly ,  that human affairs are done Successfully , and perhaps 



that is also why , The Realization escaped us , In What Way Good people ever come to be .   



Men:  How do you mean this , O Socrates ? 



Soc:  In the following Way . On the one hand , it is Necessary that Good people Be Beneficial/Useful ,  



and we indeed agreed Rightly (88D) , that this Could not Be otherwise .  Do you agree ?    

97A 

Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc: And that they will indeed be Beneficial , if they Guide our affairs Rightly ,  



and this of course we agreed Correctly ?  



Men: Yes .( .)   

Soc:  But on the other hand , that that it is not Possible to Guide Correctly , if one is not Mindful .  

’                

It is likely that we did not Rightly agree to this .    



Men:  In what way then , do you mean ?  



Soc: I will tell you . If someone Knows The Road to Larissa (The Citadel) , or wherever else you wish ,  



by Traveling and by Guiding others there , would they Guide in any other way than Well and Rightly ?  
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Men:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  But what if on the one hand , someone Opines Correctly , that which is The Road , whereas on the  

B ’

other hand , they have never been there , nor do they really know ; would they not also Guide Rightly ? 

’ 

Men:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  And as long as they may indeed somehow have the Right Opinion concerning That which the other 



has Knowledge , they will be no worse a Guide , but the one guesses The Truth , and is not Mindful ,  



while the other is Mindful .   



Men:  For the one is no worse a Guide . 

 . 

Soc:  Accordingly then , in regards to Correctness of Action , True Opinion is no worse of a Guide   



than Mindfulness . And while considering what The Nature of Virtue is , we were saying that only 

C

Mindfulness Guides human affairs Rightly . But we were neglecting this which we just now See .  



That accordingly , True Opinion also Guides Rightly .     



Men: This is indeed likely . ( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , Right Opinion is no less Useful/Beneficial than Knowledge . 



Men: In such a way indeed , O Socrates , that the one who has Knowledge would always hit the mark ,  



while the one who has right opinion would hit the mark at times , but at other times , not .   

’

Soc:  What do you mean ? Will not the one who Always has Right Opinion , Always Hit The Mark ,  



for as long as they Opine Correctly ?  



Men:  It is manifest to me that it is necessary ; so that I wonder why , O Socrates ,  this has to be   

D    

in this way , since Knowledge is surely much More-honored than Right Opinion , and what accounts for  

’

the difference between selves ?   



Soc:  Then do you know what accounts for your state of wonder , or shall I tell thee ?    

’

Men:  Please tell me . (’ .) 

Soc:  Because you have not Offered-up your Mind to The Divine Images of Daedalos .  



but perhaps there are none where you live .  

’’

Men:  To what then does this refer ?  
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Soc:  That on the one hand , They will also run-away and escape , if They have not been bound , 



whereas on the other hand , if They have been bound then They Remain .   



Men:  What follows from that then ? 

; 

Soc:  That any Work of Art of Daedalos that is left loose is not worth much to acquire , on the one hand ,   

E

for it is just like acquiring a run-away slave , for They do not Remain ; but on the other hand , They are  



worth much if They have been bound , for his Works are Very Beautiful .  To what then am I referring 



by saying this ? To True Opinions .              For True Opinions are also Beautiful Possessions , and All   



they effect/do/work is Good , on the one hand , for as long a time as they may Remain , on the other  



hand , they are not willing to Remain for a long time , and so , they run-away from the soul of humans ,   



so that they are not worth much, until they are bound by a Certain Reasoning into Causes (Phaedo 99A) .  



But This , my companion Meno , is Recollection , as it was previously agreed by us . Thus , in the first  

’

place , after they have been bound , they become Knowledge , and at that time They Steadfastly Abide .  



And surely then because of this Knowledge is More-Honored than Right Opinion , and Knowledge  



Differs from Right Opinion by being bound .        

  

Men:  By Zeus , O Socrates , it is likely to be in such a way . 



Soc:  And I certainly do not speak as one who Knows , but by Way of Comparison . However , that there  

B’          

is a Difference between Right Opinion and Knowledge ,  as it appears to me , I do not at all infer This ,  



by Comparison , but if indeed there is anything that I would say I Know , since there are very few things  

’’

I would say this about , This One then , I will also include among Those which I Know .     

’

Men:  And you speak correctly indeed , O Socrates . 



Soc:  What then ? Is the following not correct , that when True Opinion Guides , It is in no way inferior    



than Knowledge in bringing to Completion The Aim/Business/Function of each and every Work/Deed .  



Men:  There again you appear to me to speak the Truth .  

            

Soc:  Accordingly then , Right Opinion will be in no way inferior nor less Beneficial than Knowledge 

C   
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in every Aim/Business/Function , nor will the one who has Right Opinion rather than Knowledge ?   



Men:  This is so . ( .) 

Soc:  And it was certainly agreed by us , that a person who is Good ,  is indeed Beneficial/Useful ?  



Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  Now then , seeing that it is not only through Knowledge , but also through Right Opinion ,  

’’ 

that people can be Good and Beneficial to their cities , if indeed they can be , but that neither of These ;  



neither Knowledge nor True Opinion , arise Naturally in human beings , since They are acquired     

’

Or does it appear to thee that either of These arise Naturally ?  

D 

Men:  Not to me indeed . ( .)  

Soc:  Is it not so then , that since They do not arise Naturally , neither can people be Naturally Good .  



Men:  Certainly not . ( .)  

Soc:  Then seeing that It does not arise Naturally , we were then considering this , if It was teachable .  



Men:  Yes. ( .) 

Soc:  Is it not so then , that we Opined that if Virtue was Mindfulness , then It was teachable ?  

                

Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  And if It were indeed teachable , then it would be Mindfulness ?  



Men:  Very much so . ( .)  

Soc:  And if on the one hand , there were indeed teachers , then It might be teachable ;  

E

whereas on the other hand , if there were none , then It would not be teachable ?  

                     

Men:  This is so . ( .) 

Soc:  But we certainly agreed that there were no teachers of Self ? 



Men:  This is so . ( .) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , we agreed that Self was neither teachable nor Mindfulness ?  



Men:  Very much so . ( .) 

Soc:  But we certainly agreed that Self was indeed Good ?  



Men:  Yes . ( .) 

Soc:  But That which is Beneficial and Good is That which Guides Rightly ?   



Men:  Very much so . ( .) 

Soc:  But only These Two Beings indeed , True Opinion and Knowledge , Guide Rightly ,   



which if possessed by a human being , then They will Guide Rightly . For Those that come to Be  
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by Providence do not come to Be from human Guidance . But when a human being Guides According  



to That which is Right , then it is according to These Two Beings ; True Opinion and Knowledge .    



Men: It appears to me in this way . ( .)  

Soc:  Is it not the case then , seeing that Virtue/Excellence is not teachable ,  



then we can no longer take Self to be Knowledge ? 

’

Men:  It does not appear to be . (.) 

Soc:  Accordingly then , One of  The Two Good and Useful Beings , has been excluded .  

B

And so Knowledge cannot be Guiding in political affairs . 



Men:  It does not appear so to me . (

Soc:  Accordingly then , it was not by some kind of Wisdom nor by being Wise , that such people   



as both Themistocles and those whom Anytos was just mentioning , were Guiding our cities . And 



for which reason , they were not able to make others the kind of people they themselves were ,  



inasmuch as it is not through Knowledge that they were such as this .    

’    

Men:  It is likely that it has to be in this way , O Socrates , as you say .  



Soc:  Is it not so then , that if it is not through Knowledge , surely then it remains that Self arises through  

C

Good-Opinion . This is what people who are politicians/Statesmen Use to maintain their cities Upright .  



But in regards to The Mindful , They function no differently than Oracles or even Divine Prophets .  



For on the one hand , these also speak much that is also True , whereas on the other hand ,   



they know nothing of that which they are saying .     



Men:  I dare say that it has to be in this way . 

            

Soc:  Is it not Proper then , O Meno , to call these people Divine , who without having Mind/Intellect ,   



still Set Aright many and grand affairs by that which  they say and do ?  



Men: Very much so . ( .) 

Soc: Accordingly then , we would Rightly call Divine , all those of whom we were just now speaking  ,  

D’              

the Oracles and Prophets and the Poets , and not least of all , the Statesmen ,   



who we must declare to be Divine , and to be Divinely-Inspired , by being Breathed-upon and also   
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by being Possessed by The God , when they Set Aright many and grand affairs through Speech ,  



while knowing nothing of which they speak .        



Men:  Very much so .  

 .  

Soc:  And without a doubt the women , O Meno , indeed call those people who are Good , Divine .   



And when the Spartans praise any Good person , they say "This Divine person ."  



Men:  And it is quite manifest , O Socrates , that you speak Rightly .  

E    

Even though perhaps , Anytos may be offended by this statement of thine .   



Soc:  That does not concern me at all . For on the one hand , O Meno , we will converse with him again .  

                

But now on the other hand , if we were Right in the way in which we spoke and investigated This   



Whole Logos , then Virtue/Excellence would neither arise by Nature nor be teachable , since   



Self Comes without Intellect/Mind by Divine Dispensation , to those to whom Self may come , unless   



there is such a person among our statesmen , who can also make another person into a statesman .    



But if there is , then this individual could almost be said to be so , among the living , such as Homer says  



that Teiresias was , among the dead , when he says concerning Self , that    





“Such a Man has The Breath of Life/Salt/Mindfulness among those in Hades/The Invisible Realm 

          

while the others are but flittering shadows .” 



 

And for such a man , the same relation would also exist in this realm , just as Excellence/Virtue    



would be  True Reality as compared to shadows .          



Men:  You appear to me to speak Most-Excellently/Beautifully , O Socrates .   

B

Soc: Now then on the one hand , from This Reasoning , O Meno , it has come to Light for us that Virtue  



comes by Divine Dispensation to those to whom Self comes , whereas on the other hand , we shall have  



Clear Knowledge about Self , at that time when , before enquiring , in what way Excellence comes   



to human beings , we must first try to discover What in the world is Excellence/Virtue  , Self-by-Self  .  

’’
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                               But now on the one hand , the hour has come for me to go , but on the other hand ,  

’

thou must persuade your guest-friend Anytos , just as you are here and now persuaded by these Words ,  



in order that self be more-gentle . For if you can persuade him , then it is a Beneficial/Profitable/Useful  



Service which thou will also effect for the Athenians . 
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